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What W8.s that? No.reftmds for Leno concert .
by J.C. Smith
COPY EDITOR

Students, alumni and guests who had trouble hearing during the first part of the Jay Leno Homecoming.
concert will not get their money back.
The Campus Activities Board concert committee de- .
cided Monday morning not to give refunds to anyone
who attended the Friday night concert at the new UCF
Arena. Victor Collazo, Arena director and associate direct.or of the student center, said the sound problem was an
honest mistake and that it was fixed relatively quickly.
Some people in the audience disagreed.
"Itseemsliketheyjustcan'tnotgiveyouyourmoney
back," said David Dean, a junior computer science
major. "It sucks."
Dean and others had problems hearing in the upper
level When Leno took the stage, people in the upper levels
shouted that they could not hear him. After several tries to
fixtheproblemfailed,peoplefromtheupperlevelsstreamed
down into vacant lower-level seats and crowded the ·-

railings along the top section. Lenojoked .thatsomeone
must have given him a Mr. Microphone before he took off
his jacket and turned a speaker toward the crowd. He
continuedtheshowwiththesamemicrophoneforabout20
minutes before
someone handed
"You could hear a little but him another one,
vou COUidn't understand
correcting the
J'
problem.
_what he
saying."
"You could hear
a little but you
couldn't under'
_David Dean stand what he
computer science major was
saying,"
Dean explained.
Dean said he
got in a line at the concer.t to try to get a refund.
After standing in the line for about35 minutes, Pean
said Collazo came by and signed his and others' tickets.
Collazo told them there was nothing he could do, but
that he would try to pitch for them when the concert

was
1

committee met. Dean left the Arena after that.
"If they [the people in line] would have sat dQ.wn and
listened to the show, they wouldn't have had any
problems," Collazo said.
Dean contacted the.Arena
"If they would have sat
and CAB Mon:
down and listened to the day aboutgetting
a refund for him
show, they wouldn't have and his guests.
CAB told him to
had.any problems."
write a letter
stating his case
- Victor Collazo to Collazo.
Arena director
The concert
- - - - - - - - - - - committee
should not have made a decision before it had a chance
to hear anyone's case, Dean said.
"I'm still planning to pursue this," he said. "I'd like to
LENO continued page 4

57 Homecollling ballots
·pulled aftero:flicals discover

tampering from students
by Rebecca Falcon ·
STAFF REPORTER

An honorable crown tarnished after unsupervised election tables steered students to
tamper with homecoming ballots.
VictorCollazo,advisorforthe
.Homecoming committee, said
that after hearing a rumor that
ballots were being tampered
with, he threw ·out 57 ballots
that all had eraser marks.
Ballots were altered in favor
of Marci Villanueva, the 1991
Homecoming queen. Collazo
said that after pulling out all
ballots that appeared to have
been tampered with, Villanueva
was still largely favored. "If it
had been close, we would have
had a whole other problem,"
Collazo said.
"Oh my God, it is a scandal,"
Jason DiBona, student body
president, said. DiBQna added
that Greeks should not be allowed to run the election tables.
"It's not that you can't trust
these people, itisjust a matter of
control," he said.
Collazo said the incident appeared to be a malicious act for
the queen because none of the
ballots for king candidates were
tampered with. Collazo added
that there were many other
tainted rumors floating around
during elections, but that after
doing investigative work, most
of them were found false.
Collazo explained that the
temptation to cheht may have
come from an additional category in the competition. Organizations that were involved in

homecoming wen~ required t.o
earn competition points by doing volunteer work, such as
cleaningupafterskitsandworking election tables.
Because of this, the majority
of the people working the election tables were Greek.
Homecoming chair Bridget
Nolan agreed. ''We took volunteers from all organizations,
mainly Greeks."
Collazo said that the competition is an honor for those students nominated. "For anyone
to dirty that for points for a
competition is sick," he said.
"I don't see any integrity in
that at all," added DiBona.
Agreeing with Collazo, Jennifer Latran, who was a candidateforhomecomingqueen,said
it is unfortunate that people are
so tempted to cheat.
' "I was just happy to be on
court," Latran said. "I would
hate to think that I o~ly ma~e , , ,
court because somebody
cheated." However, Latran said
she feels that Villanueva is deserving of the crown.
TheHomecomingcommittee,
which is elected by CAB, is in
charge offindingvolunteers and
running the election tables.
Collazo said that he advises the
committee but does not supervise.
However, after realizing that
Greeks were accepting election ·
ballots for candidates who were
ofthesameGreekorganizations,
Collazo advised the committee
to seek volunteers elsewhere.
"Everyone becomes so ob-

1

BALLOTS continued page 3

Pete Rohan, 23, a first-year film student, is one of many students who are worried about the future of UCF's film program. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

University h~ons Harpole;
film progranl's future·in doubt '
by Jamie Carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

It reads like a film script... a teacher is
ousted with only a 24-hour notice and concerned students worry about their future in a
program without a leader.
This is no script. It is reality for the UCF
film program.
Charles H. Harpole, director of the film
program, was given an ultimatum Mondayeither resign the next day or face termination.
James W. Welke, school of communication
director, approached Harpole and delivered
the news, offering to let him stay on as a
teacher.
·

CLASSIFIEDS page 10

At the time Welke gave no reason for the
decision. Harpole requested that a United Faculty ofFlorida union representative be present.
A second meeting was held Tuesday with
Phyllis Hudson, UFF grievance chairwoman,
representing the union. .
Welke said Harpole has been reassigned to
a full-time teaching position.
A national search for a new director will
start immediately. Welke will fill the position
until a replacement can be found.
In the meantime, film students are outraged
and shocked about the departmental overtun.
They worry about the future of the program.
FILM continued page 6
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Macintosh LC
This is it. This is the choice
computer system you've told us.
So we're bringing it back for a
limited time. It's tbe Macintosh
LC and Stylewriter bundle. And
is this setup nice: you can do
professional word processing,
graphics, spreadsheets, and
sounds for an outrageously low
price.
Believe it or not, this package is less than th·e Macintosh
LC alone. We're actually giving
the Stylewriters away.
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But you had better hurry., because
once they're gone, they're gone.
The Macintosh LC comes with 2MB
RAM, a 40MB harddrive, an Apple
SuperDrive™ floppy that can read and
writ~ Macintosh, Apple ProDos, IBM and
Microsoft DOS, and OS/2 disks, 7 conn~ctivity ports. like a serial port for an
external. modem, and a -12" RGB color
monitor.
The Stylewriter inkjet printer
comes with connecting cables, ink cartridge, and software drivers. This lightweight printer handles most cut-sheet
paper types like a charm and doesn't take
up a lot of space on today's cluttered
desks.
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Apple Macintosh
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Tradellil Program
•

Up and coming is the new and exciting Apple Macintosh Trade-in
~rogra~. So ~~n 't throw away ttiose c?mpµtei:s! .They ~ave value!
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New route to be added to LASEa $buttl~ ia~Jan~
0

by Damaris Senquiz
CENTRA L FLORIDA FUTURE

>

Changes are being :qiade to improve
the LASER shuttle bus syst em, the
latest solution for alleviating campus
parking distress.
These changes include a new route
and a new drop-off point.
The system provides transportation to students who live along Alafaya
Trail near UCF.
At the rate of 25 c.ents per· ride, or
$40 dollars per semester, students living in the area can walk a short distance to the nearest stop and ride the
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shuttle bus, which stops in front of the
Administration Building. Presently
there are two routes.
Leo .-G-Off, chairman of the. University ActivityCenterTranspo~tionAuthority, estimated thaf the syst em
-serves ·"about 500 to (?QO riders currently, which is not enQugh."
Through some changes in the systern, however, Goff hopes to "pick up at
least 100 more riders on the shuttle

some kinks in the new 'shuttle ·b-US . ' Collegiate Villagdnntcl'PineRidge to
system" to further Llie convenience of ·Research Park to Alafaya Commons."
the LASER system.
The new route js designed to accom--~ . Some of the problems in the system · modatethetransportationofmorestujnclude a minimal amount of riders dents.
· ' .·
.
~d bus stops.
Another modification to the ~AGavora said the· buses will be re- S;ER system will be a new bus termivamped for the spring semester.
nal on campus. Mike Spinnato, the
"News racks carrying current edi- civil engineer ofthe physicalplanton
tions of The Central Florida Future campus , said t hat the new bus termi~
will be installed for riders to read. nal will be located along the curb of
busandperhap~evenUCFstaffmem:.. Also,tliebuseswillbere-painted/? he · parking lot C-2, next t o the Wild
hers."
said.
Pizza.
· According to Steve Gavora, mar·Also, a third bus route will be added
"This location is closer to the center
keting and educating dir.ectcir , ~ to . th~ system in January. The new of campus than the Administration
UACTA' is "presently working out route, Gavora said, will "pick up from Building," Spinnato said.

BALLOTS

. petition.
.
Latran, explaiQed that because. kin~ ~d queen., elec~iogs .
. ,
sessed with earning .point~ that ' are aparfroftlle'dverall compe'ti- '
all the fun is taken out of the tion, students are more Hkely to
competition," Collazo "said." '
vote for the candidates repreVillanueva said she also sug- sentingtheirfraternityor sororgested getting rid of the overall ity,notthecandidatemostqualicompetition for this year's home- fied.
·
coming. However, she said she
Mark Dogoli, student body
doesn't have anything to say in vice president, said homecomdefense of her winning the com- ing is suppo$ed to create a unity
petition. "I still won hands across campus. ''They need to
down," she added. ·
hire, even pay someone to superCollazo explained that he vise the table,' he sajd. Dogoli
planstoadvisenextyear'shome- added that letting Greeks run
coming committee to do away the tableislike"puttingacarrot
with the overall competition. He . in front of their nose."
sajd that withoutan overall comDiBona agreed with Latran,
petition, the organizations in- saying nothjng was wrong with
volved in homecoming will be the overall competition.
less tempted to cheat.
One candidate who wished to
However, Latran said that remain anonymous said the balshe doesn't see the overall com- lots should be recounted from
petition as a problem. On the the beginning. ''You should go
other hand, she said that the back to the original candidates
king and queen elections should and not just the final court," said
not be a part of the oyerall com- the ·candidate .
FROM PAGE 1
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HOMECOMING SURPRISE.
Homecoming chair Bridget Nolan hugs Charles
Phillips after he proposed to her during the Homecoming parade Friday. UCF's mascot, the Knight, led
Phillips, who was riding a horse, to Nolan. She was
Standing at the judges'. area. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
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-Moving Flame of Hope burns
budget for more than $5,000
Workers will move sculpture 50 feet to front of Library
'We chose that location because there were no other options available," Colbournsaid.
The reclinata palm, which
How much is 50 feet?
About $5,500 if you're movwas placed in the planter box
ing a sculpture.
·
duringthelibrary'srenovation,
That is the estimated cost to
was recently removed and
move the Flame ofHope sculptransported to the arboretum.
"The palm was hurt by seture from its location left ofthe
UCF, library entrance to the
vere freezes and didn't grow
planter box in front of the enwell," said J.C. Hicks, assis"We wanted to make
trance.
tant director of the physical
Saturday, workers from the the donor happy. "
plant, ''ButitshouldbeabeauPhysical Plant will dig up the
tiful tree in 15 years."
large bronze sculpture, which
Hicks said a group of ad- ,
was donated to the university
- Robert Bryan ministrators Will decide which
in 1987, and move it to the new
UCF Interim president direction the flame will face and
how high it will-stand in the
spot.
Money for the project will
planter box. The existing lights
come from UCF's general oparound the box will be used to
erationsaccount, whichisused were already planted there.
illuminate the sculpture;
to pay for maintenence and reThe donor purchased the
"Some people wanted it
pairs on campU.S. A crane will .be placed in ·the middle of the flame with the help of funds
leased to help the workers.
reflecting pond," said Dr. from the Florida's Art in State
'We wanted to · make the Trevor Colbourn, UCF presi- Buildings Program. The prodonor happy," said UCF In- dent emeritus.
gramrequires thatl .5 percent
. terim.PresidentRobertBryan,
With the disapproval of the of the money used to construct
"so we're moving the Flame of donor, the flame was placed to buildings on campus to be allo- The Flame of Hope will be uprooted and moved 50 feet
Hope to comply with the the left ofthe library.entrance. cated for artwork.
donor's wishes."
When the Flame was presented to UCF, several sites
were considered for its placement. AUCFdonorwhohelped
purchase the sculpture wanted
it placed in the planter box,
but palm trees, worth $8,000,

by Robert Sargent

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Saturday to please a UCFsupporter. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

IENO

comirig concert, which is traditionallyfree. The sound problems,
they say, added insult to injury.
- "Sevendollarsforcollegestudents is steep and $15 is pretty
steep for anybody," said Michelle Brooks, a senior electrical
engineering major.
'The one year we do have to pay,
it's the lousiest job of production
wfive ever seen."
Brooks, whotookhermother
to the concert, also said the incident made the university look
bad to all the guests who attended.

FROM PAGE4
get my money back."
CAB contracted Knowledge
Unlimited for the portable sound
system used at the concert.
Collazo said the company failed
to make walk-around sound
checks that could have prevented
the dead spots, areas where
people could not hear. He also
said Leno did not speak directly
into the microphone.
Some students were angry becausetheyhadtopayfortheHome-

+

American
Red Cross

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
/•

OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!
For Health and Cost Conscious Students
George Alan Yarko DDS
David J. Blue DMD

282-2101
11 .780 E. Colonial Drive

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up
includes:
'Initial Exam 011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

Orlando, FL
(Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

,+

American Red Cross

"THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
. PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A R~SULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE,
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
Teeth Whitening
Wisdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

lt sOffAcademic
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Campus· Bookstore
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•Used UCF Textbooks
• Schaum's Outlines
• Reference Books
· •Backpacks
• Hallmark Cards
• UCF Clothing
• Magazines & Bes~ellers •

.

We Buyback Textbooks All Vear Long Selected S~eatshirts
OPEN

~~~~g~

University Boulevard at Alafaya Trail

658-4612

$ 1 9ll
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Health fee committee compromises with $2 increase

)

by Heidi Steiner

>

NEWS EDITOR

The UCF Health fee committee decided on a $2 fall increase instead of a
proposed $4 increase at an open meeting
last week.
John Langdon, director of the Health
Center, told the committee that the fee
should be raised from $41 to $45 to
support the Health Center's educational
programs.
"Without increases, our. health center
will go crashing in the red," Langdon said.
The center works with a budget of
about$2.2 million, according to Langdon.
He said it depends on grant money to
support federally mandated programs
that teach the students and the community about rape, AIDS and alcohol related problems. "We can't get grant money

)

)

without support- immed:late support,"
Langdon said. _
The center is already adding educational services to its program, such as a
urinary tract research clinic, a men's
health clinic and psychiatry seivices.
"Our development of resources is under duress," Langdon said. "We don't
have much budget support, so we have to
be creative."
However, committee members decided
a $2 increase was sufficient.
Mark Dogoli, student body vice president, said he recognizes the need for an
increase, but that $4 is too high. "Students
are canying a lot of the burden," he said.
SG representative David Patton said
$4 is unreasonable. "They [the students]
have already been hit this year." He
advised that the committee raise the fee
slightly each year, instead of one lump

MAKE MONEY!

I

I

BE A RED CROSS ·voLUNTEER

sum one year.
According to Langdon's proposal, the
The students also recommended that areas that need the _most funding are:
Health Center officials utilize their re• A Psychiatry program.
sources more efficiently.
• A full-time physician.
"There is a lot of fat built into the
• FIPSE grant support.
Health Center system," SG representa• Operating reserves.
tive Robert O'Neil said. He also said
Langdon· said he hopes to add a p_syformer health center employees told him chiatry program in about one year. ''We
that a lot could be done to cut clinic costs. want to be a one-stop shop," he said.
O'Neil cited over staffing in medical
He also wants to increase the center's
records as an example.
part-time physician to full-time. AccordLangdon said he is trying to cut back, ing to a Health Center-evaluation team,
andaddedthatthecenterclosesat7p.m. the ratio of physicians to students was
instead of 10 p.m. to cover small cost outoflinewith thenationalaverage. The
savings.
·officials said there should be one doctor
David Vickers, a UCF biology instruc- for every 800 students. However, at U CF
tor, argued that the center is expanding there is one doctor for every 3,000 stuand that it will be serving 36,000 stu- · dents, Langdon said.
dents in 10 years..He said: "We shouldn't
Concerning operations, Langdon said
meet just expenses. We should have the center needs extra funds tO provide a
money in reserve."
buffer against unpredictable forces.

Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future
I $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ s-s-s $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ s $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's orly student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If you've got what it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 of the Arts Complex and fill out an application,
0.r call ext. 2601 to find out more.
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UCF' NEEDS A NEW
PRESIDENT!!!
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YOU NEED TO
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·HELP SELECT ONE
)

UCF now - ~as a heated pool open
for lap and recreational swi_
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ATTEND the meetings of the:

OPEN ALL WINTER
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>

For more information call 823-2391
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FILM
FROM PAGE 1

UCF students Derek Brett and Clay Anderson debate ·issues on the legalization of
drugs. Brett argued for it and Anderson argued against. (Chriscausey!FUTURE)

UCF debate club kicks off with

argument over drug legalization
by Chris Causey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF students witnessed the birth of the Debate Club on Oct. 31.
A student debate about the legalization of
drugs took place at 7 p.m. in Phillips Hall, Room
115. Arguing for legalization ofdrugs were Josiah
Baker and Derek Brett. Against it were Clay
Anderson, Steve Whittington and Beth Anne
Branch.
The debate opened with two statements from
either side (five minutes each), two cross examinations (10 minutes each) and two closing statements (five minutes each) followed by questions .
from a board and open questioning from the
· audience.
The pro legalization group used the arguments that millions of dollars a year are spent on
drug enforcement. Unfortunately this barely
dents the drug trafficing problem, according to
the group. Another argument focused on how
marijuna does not impede peoples response as
much as alcohol. The solution they propsed was
to give drug users magnetic cards to receive free
drugs from the govemmet. People could goto a
drugstore and from the information on the cards,
receive the drug they are addicted to, they said.
This solution sounds far fetched, but the debaters
explained how crime would decrease both cartels
and people stealing to fund their habit. They

''Iwent ·

fromhotRto

htftheBrettT:sny
lUOuld
.

V
'J n1

. ~me.
I handed tt all

. outto~~
.=·; ; • .

~~

mtbe

explained that it was cheaper to produce the
drugs for these users then pay to fight for the 'The
War·onDrugs." The students against legalization
used several arguments to show how drugs affect
society. One argument centered on mothers who
use drugs and the effects on their children.
Another argument was people driving under
the influence ofdrugs. The groupcompared this to
the problem with alcohol today. They said this is
an ethical question. One main discrepancy wa~
with the statistic of how much money was being
spent each year for drug enforcement. The audience asked questions and offered responses to the
punches each side threw. Aboutl OOpeople showed
upfor the debate.
·
.
After the debate Dr. Anthony Celso, who is
an assistant professor of the political science
department, gave his opinion on the debate. He
said one of the goals of the group is to gain
student awareness and participation in the
debates. In the future, the group hopes to gain
enough experience to go against Rollins and
other colleges.
At the.debate,Josiah Baker, pro-legalization of
drugs said,. "Drugs are a problem of the individual, not law." Steve Whittington summed up
the evening by saying, "Deep proposals were
given tOnight. ·The debate helped to inform t~e
people more about the situation, so they could
come to a rational conclusion." There are 16
members in the Debate Club

Anthony Romano, a junior
majoring in film, said he worries thateithertheprogram will
fuse with radiotrV or it wi11 become non-existent.
"Programs don't depend on one
individual," Richard Astra, university provost and vice president
of academic affairs, said.
Astro said the only noticeable effect to the program will
be "temporary dislocation," but
otherwise the film program will
not be hurt.
Without_any definite answers
about the reason for Harpole's
.dismissal, students could only
speculate.
Some think the matter is an
internal shake-up within the
school 'There's bad blood in the
school of communication,"
' Romano said.
Richard Vuolo, a senior majoringin film, said he thinks the
abrupt change stemmed from
budget constraints and blamed
the lack of a permanent UCF
president for the problem.
Ajunior film major, Suzanne
Lake, agreed, adding that stu- .
dent fear about the program's

collapse comes because UCF
doesn't have a president.
Lake, like many other students, was attracted to UCF
because ofthe selective film program and because of the filming
opportunities in Orlando. ·
The program was established
two years ag-0 and Harpole was
the first director.
Sean Ghannamo, a junior
from Miami who is majoring in
film, could have gone anywhere
for free tuition, and he said he's
disappointed.
"UCF could have had a premiere program, but they want
to kill it before it has a chance,"
Ghann;:i.mo said.
Ghannamo also worries that
a canceled program, with no
reputation, will make it impos·sible.to get hired.
Students have united against
the upset.
J unior fi lm major Camille
Budai said the group will be
circulating a petition in front of
this Library this week . They
will also meet today at noon to
discuss further plans.
Welke said he could understand students' concerns about
the future of the program, but
said all worries are premature.

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
Outlet World

OUTLE·T -

Mall 2
363-4670

10% 3tuo~nt discount on regu lar me rchandise with UCF ID

....i• ALOMA JANCY i•

• Animal I Bird Hospital ~·
3370 Aloma Ave. (East of EW Beltway!

~~~~~~!~~~'.~:~1!~~~~~,~~li '.~~dup.

1.

~
Yearly Shots $21

·. \

}J

)i

Yearly Shots $26

Flea Baths or Dip - $5

)fffj~

671·1183

... ("'(\,

.

10% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH THIS AD
PICK UP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

WIIL PAY FOR YOUR COLLEGE
• No matter what your grades or family income!
• That's wh.at many rich college -funding sources are promising to DELIVER!
·• You get not just o~e or two,. but atleas~ ~ ~urces to ~ your college
costs!
:
• Or .you owe us nothing.
Call Hali Duncan Scholarshi · Consultant
407 249-3771
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AIDS virus growing among hetrosexuals
Health services director warns students about growing threat
by Ericka Newsome

is a disease of behaviors."
.The AIDS virus stays in the
human system by replication
Since January 1991, there and transformation, Langdon
have been more than 100,000 said. Those with multiple sex
. partnersareathighestriskwith
deaths due to AIDS.
Each year there are 40,000 to the transmission from male to
50,000newlyreportedcases.Ac- female being most frequent, he
cording to Dr. John Langdon, added. It may be years before a
director of health services at person with the AIDS virus
UCF, "There is a critical impor- shows symptoms, and they can
tance that people accept the chal- live anywhere from 6 months to 6
lenge of AIDS." This was the, years with the full-blown disease.
topic of the recent Brown Bag
Langdon said: "For every one
Lecture Series: AIDS and You. person who tests HIV positive,
The most rapid growing HN there are another 1,000 people
positive group is heterosexuals, who are positive but have· not
Langdon said. Heterosexual in- been tested or confirmed.
"People need to talk about
tercourse is also the greatest dangerwomanhaveofcatchingAIDS. sexuality and address it
AccordingtoLangdon, "AIDS realisctically. We need to talk,
is a function of our self-esteem we are the enemy and will conand decision-making process. It tinue to be it unless we face
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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AIDS and responsibility."
UC F's Health Center has recentlyreceived a$135,000grant
and will usepartofittoimprove
education on sexual awareness.·
The health center is making a
point to educate UCF students
about AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases. Based on
studies, Langdon said, 30 to 50
people at UCF have AIDS.
Athough there are no condom
machines on campus, for fear of
vandalism, the Health Center
offers oral contraceptives and
free condoms to all UCF students.
''The three most important
principles to prevent AIDS and
STD's / are
abstinence,
monogomy and the use· of
condoms for those with multiple
sex partners," Langdon said. ·
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WHAT IS THAT?
"Pippi Longstocking" plays the cello during the UCF
Orchestra's Oct. 30 performance ..(Jim Ferguson1FUTUREJ
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Homecoming ,week
topped_off with faulcy
Arena, fixed ballots
uringthe past week UCF celebrated Home·
coming week.
Is it safe to look yet?
Whew! The ''Homecoming Week from Hell" has
finally ceased.
This gala event had group skits, amystery ball,
a scavenger hunt and other events including the
Jay Leno concert and a parade.
Friday night's parade was a highlight. Many
people came out to catch free candy and watch
some floats. The groups went to a lot of expense on
their floats and their hard work was obvious.
Overall, Homecoming was lame.
Some of the events were well-attended, some
were not. OK, let's face it, MOST activities would
have been deserted if the Greeks weren't getting
points for attendance.
.
(Yes, this is minor point, but it is apretty valid
argument.)
Without the strong support given by Greeks,
Homecoming would have been a bust. However,
things tend to get carried away when groups are
competing against each other.
That doesn't promote school unity and defeats
the spirit of what a Homecoming is suppossed to
be about.
And then there's the mix-up of the king and
queen election...
This event awarded points to fraternities and
sororities for donating their time counting ballots.
Perhaps it was a bit naive ofthepowers-that-be
at CAB to think that they wouldn't try to budge the
scales in favor of their candidate. In fact, this ·is
apparently what happened.
Only after the candidates had been narrowed
down to the top five and the final voting finished
did the ballots get a close examination. It was
found that 57ballots had been tampered with arid
had to be tossed out.
(One can only wonder what happened during
the first part of the voting...)
The argument is not with the indivuduals who
were up for the honor but with those who did not
think enough ofthe process to retain that honor at
all cost.
This instance should not have happened and
was extremely careless. A better way of counting
votes and securing their content should be pursued so that it never happens again.
Either the Homecoming king and queen.should
:t;_l.Ot be part of the competition for the fraternities
and sororities or they should not be allowed near
the ballots. It is not to say that these people are not
to be trusted, but rather that the temptation is too
great in light of this new competition.
The other fiasco was the Jay Leno concert.
.It was great that he performed, but the Arena
wasn't ready. The sound system for the concert
was not adequ.ate. Duting the concert, Leno himself tried to arrange the speakers in a better way.
This is odd because Victor Collazo, the Arena
director ,,-s tated in a letter to The Future: "Except
for the placement of the scoreboard, the UCF
Arena is finished and ready for Homecoming."
Disappointed concert-goers h ave tried to get
refunds, but were denied. Several people have
appealed to CAB for their money, but to no avail,
because the CAB concert committee decided Monday morning not to give any refunds.
The committee should reconsider its position
and give refunds to the people who couldn't hear.
If you're one of those people, The Future recommends you write, call or talk to Victor Collazo and
-argue your case.
Homecoming happens o~ce a year, so let's get it
right.

November 7, 1991
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Letters
•CHILD .DEGRADATION
Editor:
This is in regards to the article in
the Oct. 31 edition of The Future
titled "Is Halloween a disguise for
child degradation?" Who is this Anthony Torres? I think he is a sick
person who wrote a very degrading
article about white Americans.
How can someone who probably
was not born in the United States
put down white Americans and a
tradition like Halloween? I think he
probably dresses like a woman 365
days a year. The idea of carving
pumpkins was a tradition many
years before Vietnam. Anthony
needs to get his facts strfilght.
His remarks about so-called
''WHITEYS" is reverse discrimination at its very best. Also, his remarks of"STUPID COLORLESS"
ones is very offensive. So ifAnthony
Torres doesn't like the traditions of
the United States then he can go
back to where he came from, or just
leave for somewhere else.
David Rogers
physical educatwn

• FEMINIST BASHING
Editor:
Add one more mark to the tally of
feminist-bashing articles by Mr. Roy
Fuoco. I'm referring specifically to
the Oct. 22 editorial on feminists'
role in the Thomas-Hill hearing.
According to Mr. Fuoco, feminists
"care little about individual rights.
They will trash the Constitution to
further their own po1itical agenda."
In his eyes "activist" or "extreme"
femini sts (How do you define those,
Roy?) would have seen Thomas
lynched, innocent or guilty, to make
up for all of the other men who have
gotten aw_ay with sexual harassment in the past.
I wonder if Mr. Fuoco stayed up
late? Nearly all of them claimed to
be active feminists and nearly all
claimed to have been victims of

sexual harassment. And every
single one of them pr.aised nowJustice Thomas' professionalism
and courtesy toward his female coworkers. Not one of these women
took the very ripe opportunity to
damn Thomas by casting doubts or
inventing charges. And it may come
as a surprise to Roy Fuoco that one
of them was also nine months pregnant. Perhaps, as an ardent feminist, she was too busy banning Playboys to seek an abortion.
I realize that Fuoco's column is
only an opinion, but if the content
continues to be in the same vein, its
heading should be changed from
"Seeing the Light" to "White Male
Perspective."
Elizabeth J. Steele
English
• DUKE DIFFERENCE
Editor:
Most people in America look at
Louisiana as one of the most backward states in the union.Now that
David Duke is within grasp of the
Louisiana governor's office, many
Americans are in fear ofanother step
backwards in l.Ouisiana politics.
Let me start offby stating that I
have lived in New Orleans, Louisiana, for 10 years. I am a middlecla.ss white male, and I represent a
large group of white males who do
not support Duke.
Contrary to popular opinion,
most people in Louisiana, especially
in the cities of New Orleans and
Baton Rouge, do not support Duke.
So why is Duke doing so well in
the polls? Why is he so close to
winning the governor's race? Let us
look at the options for the governors race . .The only two decent
people running in the race, Bob
Hollaway and Buddy Rommer,
dropped out. That left Duke and
former Louisiana Gov. Edwin
· Edwards.
Edwards was governor in the
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mid-'80s and did not come through
as promised for Louisiana. Louisianians already know what to expect
from Edwards as a governor.
Duke has been in the Louisiana
legislature for many years, and he
has proposed many bills that were
quickly shot down in committee.
The point is, ifDuke becomes governor he wiU not have much support
-from the Louisiana Legislature or
from other states and the federal
government. Without the support
of the legislature, Duke's powers
will be very limited. This might be
good.
However there are a very large
group ofsupporters for Duke. These .
supporters put him in the race. These
people are mostly lower-class whites
or upper-class whites.
The lower-class whites in Louisiana feel that they got the raw end of
the deal after the Great Oil Bust in
the early '80s. They are _looking to
gain from Duke. The upper class is
desperate to protect what they have
and are looking to Duke for that
protection.
·
After the oil bust the economies
of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Louisiana were destroyed leaving
millions bankrupt, unemployed and
homeless. Out of these four states,
only Texas was able to quickly diversify it's economy and make a full
rebound.
Louisiana is in desperate times,
still clinging on to what is left of the
oil and chemical industry and depending on it's port cities like New
Orleans, which once made Louisiana a prosperous state.
As long as more politicians seek
office in Louisiana making empty
promises that sound real good on
the surface, the people of Louisiana
will put th em into office desperately
searching .for the person that will
save Louisiana. Duk~ is next is line.
David Sibila
broadcast journalism
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·.Warf better government leadership ?·Start draftlfig it
• well-taken points, they are each accused of coming up
short in resolving the problems they address.
The problem with THRO, according to its critics,
was that it was a blanket solution to a problem that
WHAT'S
NEXT?
·)
really only needed minor pinpointing; you don't throw
ith the shenanigans of political types on the out the baby with the bathwater, they insisted. Of
rise, we are again hearing from some grass- course, recent events seem to show that there's a
"
roots movements seeking tO cap the number bunch of bathwater iri the legislative washtub af!d
of years elected officials be allowed to serve. The damn little baby.
As far as Citizens for Limited Political Terms goes,
problem has grown to such proportions that the concept was covered in last Sunday's Orlando Sentinel its detractors say that while it is a relatively sensible
-.. and made the cover of the newest U.S. News & World · solution in preventing elected officials from becoming
entrenched in a posh office and making "public serReport.
Now we are seeing a rejuvenation in such move- vice" into "public waste," the inherent drawback is in
1
ments as Phil Handy's Citizens for Limited Political the fact that a good and honest politician is prevented
Terms here in Orlando.
by such rules from maintaining tenure.
Then there was THRO (Throw the Hypocritical
But remember we are discussing people who were,
Rascals Out), started by St. Pete retiree Jack Gargan for the most part, former lawyers and "captains" of
ttwo years ago and recently revamped with the help of industry. I needn't recite all the jokes concerning the
billionaire H. Ross Perot. The idea behind THRO was ethics and morals of those folks to emphasize that we
to vote against every incumbent officeholder thereby aren't discussing teachers or social workerSl"'here.
Perhaps the reason government has gotten so con• giving the body politic a message that the electorate
was finally and fully fed up with the activities of fusing to the average citizen is a symptom of who we
politicians at every level.
. have allowed to administer it all these centuries: Give
While both of these anti-political movements had a process to a lawyer or businessperson and they'll

Bill Cushing

)

W

make the handbook so vague that only a lawyer or
businessperson can possibly understand it.
Keeping this in mind, it becomes a relatively simple
concept to accept that the solution lies in giving government back to the people. And that could be done with
an idea that many legislative bigwigs have been discussing for year: national service.
That's right. Make our political positions a part of a
national service act where citizens are randomly selected
to serve as representatives for a set period of time.
Much like personnel in the armed forces, the country could enact laws holding the person's job while they
serve the country. Those in the office would be given
housing and a substantial stipend that would surely
amount to less than what we're doling out to the
current crop ofclowns. Plus we would be rid ofthe greed
and self-interest involved in the re-election ritual.
Additionally, we could get people - normal, everyday, plain-thinkingpeople-into offices ofresponsibility rather than ambiguous attorneys or equivocating
entrepreneurs.
It would put the. word "service" rather than "selfserving'' back into public service, as well as approaching Aristotle's democratic ideal of "ruling and being
ruled in tum."

R.K.S.
QUOTA TI~E AT TJ.I;
STA\ION, MR 5LOfH.
JUST BEC~USE 'yt>U

DONT DRIVE, ..

T DON'T THINK So¥·
UCF GJ}/i;. ME THIS

TREE, SO SPLIT BEFORE I CALL MY

NEX'T MORNING., •.

'l>Wu~ro~

AlT~NEY!

.. Last week's question: Would you change the Homecoming week and if so, how?
"/ think more activities between dorms,
such as intramural sports and competitions, would build school support. I missed
the skits that I think were a good idea. I live
and work off campus so I can't be that involved. I think Homecoming is good for
school spirit."

"/am not very interested in Homecoming. I
think that some students get something out of
·school a~tivities, but I am not interested."

- Robert Gauling
music

_.;.. Lissetta Galiana
undecided '

"/participated in Homecoming. I thought
that it was good that there were more activities. The competition brought the school
together. I did think that some things
seemed to be too Greek. All in all it seemed
put together quite well. "

"/didn't get to participate; there were too
many examinations during this past week. I
liked the concerts that were held on the
Green. It was good to be able to sit outside
between classes and listen to music. The Jay
Leno concert was a little too expensive, so I
didn't go."

- Cherie Courtade

- Victoria Johnson

communication

medical-laboratory sciences.

This week's question:

What are the important issues for the
1992 presidential campaign?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

-
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GREEK CORNER
I

ALPHA DELTA Pl
Thanks TIKA-We had a blast! Kevin and
Mary LaRue-We •you! Congrats Marci
and Rick- our new King & Queen. Great
job I:<t>E and nB<t>. Congrats Stacey
McDonald-Wise Pi! K.A.R.E. I I
ALPHA TAU OM EGA
Campout, Be there! Good job Clay and
Nicole, .1rtATQ Second Place overall!
Hey Lambda Chi: Second Annual Easter Egg Hunt Social@ the Pike House
next year... Back to back and stan·ding
Tall!!!
DELTA DELTA DELTA
The definition ofTRADITION: TRI-DELT
Let's elaborate. Congratulations MarciHomecoming Queen 1991 ! Deja vu who won last year? We thought so! Hey
Sigs , Donna's going to steal your
SWEET-HEARTS just as Alicia did in
'90-it's a tradition! Thanks to UE for a
GREAT Homecoming! .MIA-three times
better! It's a tradition.

November 7, 1991
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
l<l>E is a brotherhood of action. Overall
winners of Homecoming, Anchor Splash,
Greek Week, Rock the Arrow(?), Intramural Softball, &we just keep winning &
winning & winning ... It's getting to be out
of control. Don't hate us for it, just get use
to it. Disqualify, complain, & cry all you
want. Your efforts were good, but not
good enough . .l:<t>E is unstoppable. XAI:

washer/dryer, all kitchen gadgets, cable,
and more. 2 miles from UCF. CALL
DANA 678-4395

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Pig Roast is next Friday- Do you have a
date? Thanks AXA for a great Homecoming!! Frat Man Affair is next Wed. in
the UDR at 7:30 - sharp! Congrats to
ZfA Football! ZfA 6 - Mil 0 - ZLAM!!!

2 Bedroom Townhouse Foxhunt 2461075

CL.UBINFO

KAPPA SIGMA
HOMECOMING '91 was a blast. Thanks
TKE & FIJI. ZfA, the Ice Cream Social
was great and to the lovely ladies of Mil
get ready for Lua this Sat. with .Ia:'s from .
Wanna LiveinChathem Landings?Own
around the state.
bedroom, your own bathroom, pool,
raquetball, exercise room. $300 a month
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
+ 1/2 utilities. Male or Female. Call 381Thank you zrA for an awesome home2658 and leave a message.
coming! Hey DC, that was a killen party
Sat.! Congrats to Team I football - IFC
Male or Female Want~ To share Apt.
Champs. Good luck to both teams'in the
$220. month + 112 utilities Fox Hunt
tourny. Great job on Sun. Roger. AM's
Lanes Cati Eric 281-1536
getthose grad sheets in and order those
paddles. Lambda Chi Alpha, second tot M/F Roommate to share 3 BD 2 BA
none!
House 10 minutes to UCF. Microwave,

ROOMMATES

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Thanks Ia: and TKE for a great Homecoming! Hey Brad, how about lunch at
Chili's. Shawn remember that you have
our support. Great Golf Tournee! Andre
and Dave on their way to the Ryder Cup!
FIJI, what more ·could you ask for?
PHI DELTA THETA
Family Day on Saturday 1Oam. Clean up
on Friday afternpon. Thanks to Phi Delt,
no open flames, I repeat, no open flames
on.floats! First place in small float. Hope
all the pledges did well on their pledge
tests, go for lowest bond number! Hey,
Greg W., Greg Bougher's dad's name is
DAD! 0. County deputies, did you fill
your quota? ULenfant terrible!"
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Hey UCF, get ready for this year's biggest and best party. Woodser is Nov. 23.
Get your tent and boots ready. Litt Up
Orlando this Sat. All brothers p an to
attend ~ Britt H, nice paint.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey E's Brooks is in charge of this one.
Let's play "Go Figure" Corey 18, Bob 19,
Fox. 17, Factor 17. Kevin & H~oght #1.
Does the~een have a dip? tAE ~-Mil
will always be the best. <t>A ··

Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bedroom/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to
Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579

stove, screened porch, garage. Non
smoker. $255/mo +1/3 utilities. 677-5036
Roommate Wanted for 212 house off
Dean Rd. Furnished except bedroom.
Non-smoker likes pets. Available Dec or
Jan, MJF Please call 657-0020 after 5:30
for more details.
M/F, NIP 2bd/2ba CONDO- unfurnished
bedroom. 436 & University $200 deposit
$300 Rent. Rebeca 671-14 78 or X0094.
Roommate needed M/F to share a new
2BD 2BT Dublix Contemporary Furniture, must be clean neat 2 miles to UCF
$295 month Call Bill 679-4812

Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie
house-cleaning service. Excellent parttime money. 1(800) 255-2780
Phone Reps no exp. necessary, Day or
Night shifts. Top Commission paid +
bonuses. Call 382-4850 or apply at 1417
N. Semoran Blvd. Suite 216 9am-5pm

FORSAL.E

Bahamas Cruise for 2; $400 Round Trip,
Hotel 11 /25-11 /29/91 679-5193
Nintend<;> Games for Sale $20 each
Call Brian 823-4403 Leave Msg.
Used CD's $5/each If interested Call JJ
282-5246 or 256-8132
For Sale Olivetti ET115 Typewriter$250
IBM Selectric II Typewriter $150 Tunturi
Exercise Bike $100 366-8236
Matching couch, loveseat, & chair $200
Call 365-5722
2bd/2ba condo. Ser. patio, wash/dryer.
Community amenities, vacant. $57,900.
Lisa, ~RA of Ceritral Fl. 339-8200.
Bed. Twin Size. $50. 671-9733

WANTED
I

10SPD Bike Preferably Multi Terrain with
either black, gray, or pink color suited for
a short female. Must be in good condition. 24" bikes considered. Call 8234392 Leave Message.

.. ,..: ...

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, MODULA2, CGS3000 CONSULTING. 249-1724
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment. High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400

I

SERVICES
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150

SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

GRAD STUDENTS Exp. Librarian will
do research or teach you data base
searching CALL 671-1102 after 6pm
wkdys
SCHOLARSHIPS! No Gimmicks. RENAISSANCE: 1-800-677-9072, Ext. 92:·
AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-charge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.

OTHER
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-.6786.

RAISE $500 .. $1000 ..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or
other campus organization. Absolutely
no investment required!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.50

TYPISTS

STRAIGHT "A" TYPING*382-9665
WORDPROCESSING & PRESENTATION
SPECIALISTS
IBM and Macintosh computers.
Laser printing, copying, and binding.

L.ONELY•'s
Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.
Alone and Lonely? Dating Service for all
Lifestyles. Free Membership Selective
Introductions 327-8802

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc. 366-_0538
VW Bus 1977-Runs strong-New starter/
ignition/exhaust/battery-recently tunedgreat beach-mobile-$1200/0BO Call
275-1071
1986 Mazda RX? GXL Sspd Fully Loaded
Avg Miles New Tires Exe. Cond. Asking
$7500 682-1603 Leave Msg.
1977 Chevy Caprice, 2-Dr, V-8, Auto,
Mum's old Car, 52K $949 080 Dr. Fuller
823-5577, 657-2698
88 Honda Civic 4DR, 5 SPD, Excellent
Cond. $3850 080 876-0336 .
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords . Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628
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RPS NEEDS Pfr J~AQKf\GE HANDLERS FRoM3-7AM $Y.PER RR CALL
297-3715 : )- .··:~/~~ ~: -~-; - ·~:.~; ~ .._.

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-RushProjectsAccepted.WP51
Accurate/ Affordable Cindy /365-4863
PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
PER PAGE/From as Low as $1.00
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
All Work G\,Jaranteed • Fast • Accurate

PERSONALS

I

America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danz at 823-2204 for more inter
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid -to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204

Ramon, Now I know who hurt Sandy and
who is threatening Barl:ii! If you're man
enough, be in the SAC tonite! After
"Throw Mama From the:rrain". I'm gonna
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Com- . throw you from the roo!.
puter/Laser Typing : Papers, Graph-5',
R~sumes, Manuscripts, 24 hrs. ReaAttention Student Government, Lt.
sooable. 297-3545.
Blanton, and the UCF Police Dept. :
\. , : :_,\ ;
- - University Theatre ASsociation wishes
CQ,mplet~Typi~g ( Wi:>, ServicesFastAll- ~to thank you for helping to make the
Executive Services--2431 Aloma #22~ · -Haunted Forest a su~ss.
__ .
s?t~44r4 · ~ ,.,..~

~-,,,.::

1/2 Broke, 1/2 Blind Student Lost Costly
Prescription Glasses w/ Brown Frames
inanOpti-WorldCasenearHPB. lffound
please Call 365-7270-Thanx.

TUTORS

TYPING SERVICES - Call 1 Nancy at
679-4006.

AUTOS

HELP WANTED

._

I.OST & FOUND

2/2 apt 1 mi form UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.

FOR RENT
Apartment for rent excellent l_ocation,
University Blvd+Alafa{a 'Trail, walk to
school, 2b/2ba $440/rno .. For into ... call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1~800-777-4366 ext
839.

Typing Term Papers Resumes Theses
Professional; Reasonable Rates Call
Barb 339-0653 after 5:30pm

Need several Business and Marketing
students or Enterprising individuals F/
PT Flex to help market Business Advertising specialties.
249-0882.

RENT SPECIAL DURING NOV & DEC***
For Rent 2 bd/2 bath washer/dryer, full
carpet, & kitchen, across form UCF, private building in good clean condition,
$425mo, deposit, no pets, call 823-9268

Furnished 4/2.5 Home. -Rustic setting,
enclosed pool. Available in Jan to July.
AIR FORCE ROTC
• $800/mo. Call Alvin at 699-1403 or
On 8 Nov 91, AFROTC will participate in
X2216.
a joint motivation run with Army ROTC.
All cadets report to the Det. by 0545
hours. Let's show the Army Cadets our
Spacious 212 condo, wash/dryer, 'Patio,
Espirit de Corps!
2 miles to campus. $550/mo. Call Lisa
ERA of Central Florida, 366-3056 .
The 1st Annual AIAA Car Rally -is here! It
is open to all clubs and organizations.
Room for Rent in Chulota $130 mo +
Entry fee is $10. All proceeds will go to
utilities Kitchen Use AC 365-5796
needy families. Be sure to bring a cassette player. All sorts of fun, prizes, and
*Sherwood Forest*
it's for a great cause. To be held Sat.
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Nov. 23. Call George@ 678-9614.
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
' __,.;.c_- 657-1967
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Happy Founder's Day! Congratulations
to our collegian of the semester Cheryl
Martin! The costumes were great on
Halloween! Paddle Night is Saturday at
Heather Glen. Hey brothers let's do
happy hour before. At Chili's? Also Congratulations to Jill and Craig who'll be
wed en Sat. November 16th is our silent
auction to benefit Give Kids the World.
Prizes of all ranges, at the Orlando
Women's Club. Please help us help these Get a taste of Italy! Meet new people and
wonderful kids meet Mickey and the learn about our culture. No need to be
gang while they still can. No school Mon- Italian. For more info. Meetings every
day. Less than 50 shopping days until Monday at 3pm in Education Bldg. Rm . .
Christmas! Thanks to the banner crew, · 120. Hope to see ya!
makers of the spirit car, sign painters
Way to go RICK!
and the rest of the brotherhood for a 0-TEAM:
great Homecoming! Very proud to be a Congrats to all of our 0-Tearn candidates. Welcome aboard Ross! Bar-BDelta Sig !!! ..
O at Jimmy's Nov. 16. Spring Orientation Mailout Dec. 5-6.
Return to Fall
KAPPA DELTA
Hey ladies Homecoming was just a little Crk Dec 15-18. Stupid Fun! Hey
out of CONTROL! Congrats Christina & freshmen! How are things? Any quesTricia pledges of the month. This is your tions, Call X5317.
week Big Sisters & your little •'s u! Go
KA Sports #1 !

HELP WANTED! Make up to $5000/mo
or more recbrding video cassette tapes.
Free details! Call today! (813)852-8837
(ext. JH13) •
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Knights fail due to
youth, inexperience
·Roy Fuoco
EXTRA INNINGS

T

.•

•
~

•

he UCF football team's
season began with hope
of making the playoffs.
However, it descended t o a
struggle to finish above .500.
Why ? Was Gene McDowell
wrong when he said the team

season was the injury to Bobby
Spitulski. He missed the first
two games - the most important game being against James
Madison. As good as he is, he
could have made a difference in
the game.
But that does not even begin
to describe the extent of the inj ur ies. The secondary was
racked by both injuries and ink
experience. Eric Bue ley and
Shane Law, the starting safeties, both have missed a significant amount of time. This gave
more playing time to the reserveswhoseproblemis inexperience.
On offense, all the starting
offensive linemen have been
hurt at one time accept Derrick
Connor. Other players like
Darin Hinshaw and David
Rhodeshavemissedgameswith
injuries. McDowell attributes
the 13 _6 loss against Samford to
the many injuries on offense.
Ironically·, many of the injuries
came the week before in the
S
victory against Arkansas tate
- the highlight of the season.
Although it may sound like a

had enough_talent to have a
good season? Ifnot, then who or
whatisto blamefor the Knights
struggle to salvage a winning
season?
Well first, McDowell wasn't
wrong. The talent is there and
on occasions it has shown.
Therefore let's try to find the
reasons for the Knights problems this year.
UCFsproblemscanbetraced
to the following areas (in no
particularorder):inJ'uries,youth
or inexperience, lack of execution bv the players and even
J
coaching. This is not to criticize
anyone in particular. lt'sJ'ust to
point out that like last year's
success was a team effort, it
took a team effort to have an off- cop-out to blame injuries, remember - it's going to make a
season. When a team has the
difference in agame when you're
talent UCF has, it takes a lot of not playing with your best playthings to go wrong to prevent it
from winning.
ersBut like 1said, there are many
.
When Gordon King went
down with a knee injury to start other reasons.t? 0 • InexI_>enence
the season, it set the tone for at mlandy I?tohsitithon~ ~n .offense
e mJunes ca~
whatwould bethebiggest prob- couf ~ WI
lemthisyear -injuries.One of exp run the breakdowns on
the biggest losses to start the fe!lh
se. Thelo~ensfue wbals pl~gued
____________
wi_t_p_e_
n a__ti_e_s,__
m_e_s_,_m_te_r_-.

°-

•

Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistants

•~ •

•

Plan a future that soars.

Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grCM'
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.

Redshirt freshman quarterback Darrin Hinshaw was perhaps the only positive in a game of
negatives versus Savannah State. Hinshaw remains the starter. (Charles K. MorrowlfuruRE)

to second-guess, so I will. out punch was often missing.
ceptions and dropped passes.
After UCF made the playoffs
The homecominggame sums AgainstGeorgiaSouthern, UCF
up the season. On the first drive, should have gone for the touch- in Division II, it followed up
b k
the quarter ac makes a mis- down on fourth down on the with a 6-5 season marked by
b
take that can e attributed to one. However, against Savan- many injuries. The following
his lack of experience. There nah State, the Knights should year, UCF went 7-3.
The Knights will finish 6-5 if
were also droppe d passes in th e have gone for the field goal. The
bl
difference
between
the
two
was
they
win the last two games.
game and furn es. Ironically,
in the first half when the of- the distance they needed to go. That may be difficult because
fense was looking its worse, the
Unlike many critics, I'm not Liberty won't be a cake walk.
quarterbacks did not throw any going to criticize the play call- But the talent is there for a
interceptions. In fact, UCF s best ing. While I didn't agree with return trip to the playoffs.
Hinshaw has shown signs,
and most consistent weapon, the calls at times, the scheme
was
1:"ight,
that
of
being
able
to
especially
in the second half
Willie English, had the problem
have a running and passing Saturday, of being the quarterin the game.
But like the season, that game. ·How good or bad play- back of the future. What he
game showed that even though calling is often decides how well needs is experience. In the last
English's fumbles were costly, the players execute. I've heard two games, McDowell should
otheropportunitiestoscorewere _critcism about the Knights di- allow Hinshaw to play through
fouled up because of the mis- rected on how UCF would drive mistakes to gain the experience
takes ofothers-the late touch- up the field on the ground then he needs. Now I can understand
down, not going for the field try to pass that would result in why McDowell has changed
goal on the first drive, dropped an interception. The critics say quarterbacks at times (he wasn't
passes and using too many time UCF should have kept it on the always wrong to do so), but Saturday he shouldn't have pulled
outs so one could not be called to ground.
Well against Savannah Hinshaw so quickly.
-set up a field goal on the last
If the first half of the Home· drive of the first half. Even -a State, UCF did try that and
potential big-playfell short(cost- there were still turnovers. The coming game was a microcosm
ing two points) when Mark point is that the biggest prob- of the season, then the second
half could be a preview of next
Whittemore was caught from lem was simply execution.
One thing missing most of season. UCF out scored the Tibehind at the five trying to score
the time was the big play. UCF gers 28-7. UCF has shown it
on a blocked extra point.
Like I said, it was a team would often drive up and down hastalent;thejobnextyear isto
effort1 even the coaches. It's easy the field, but that big-play knock get it all working together.

Do
·something
good.

Do y oµ_Jike Anarchy?
Then come in and
talk to Jocelyn abcu~
writing for the
Opinion section.
Voice rour own
ideas.

In short, you'Ii gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOllFREE
1-800-423-USAF

Feel
something
real.

ECON RIVER
r ----~---- --~-- ----- ,

MARYLAND FRIED CIDCKEN
OF UNION PARK

Complete health care for your pet

568-0724

Buy ~ 6 piece Buffalo Wings
Get 10 piece Bufflo Wings

1

15220 E. Colonial Drive
3 miles east of Alafaya Trail
on Hwy 50 at Bunker Hill Center

FREE
Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31/91

1

9710 E HWY 50 • BElWEEN ECON & DEAN RD.
273-0480 • CALL IN-. ORDERS ARE ACCEPTED

ANIMAL HOSPITAL

•Boarding ·.·
• Vaccinations
• Skin disorders ·

. from nowoninAmerica, anydefinilion
of asoccessful lffemust include serving
~. To ~nd out liow you canhelp in

•Grooming·
•Surgery ·..
• Pet SupplieS.

ro1t cornmun~ call I (800) 677-5515.

-~l'!~?f~ .

1

~-------------------~

Receive a complimentary bottle of flea
•hampoo with this ad at Jnitial visit.

~-------- ----~-------------------------------

•

•
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SOCCER
FftOM PAGE 16
teams ii:i;.the school'.s history."
UCF~~ntered the season
with a young team that
brought in seven freshmen and
two transfer students but
Barker was able to blend in
the young players to lead the
team to a 10-4-1 mark.
"I knew we had the potential to be a good team. We

KNIGHT
FROM PAGE 16
to campus needing far more
then he can give and Stud #1 is
the first to stand up and criticize the football team because
his hope is that if the team
beats FSU and U of F where
his bro and sis go, his family
will no longer call him a failure.
Sad story, huh?
Student#2 on the other hand
chose UCf because he likes
Orlando and wanted to be part
of UCF's rise to prominence.
Student#2's selfworth is great
and he walks around campus
saying, "Hi!" to people. This
guy shouts for the team
whether they win or lose because he believes in this school.
The question now is which
are you?

- shouldn't ever be bad," Barker
said. "But I didn't expect to get
the quality we got out of our
new players. We've been able
to integrate in the transfers
realJy well, arid the freshmen
haven't played like freshmen."
On Sunday at 2 p.m., the
11th ranked Lady Knights will
face sixth-ranked North Carolina State (1 7-4) in opening
round action in Raleigh, North
Carolina.

If you find yourself leaning
towards the student ·#1 mold,
then get a life!
Grow up and come back
when you like yourself enough
to contribute to this school.
Whining will not be allowed.
Ifyou're going to counter my
argument by saying that it's
hard to cheer for a loser, I direct your attention to the Orlando Magic.
.
Here's a team that has won
less games then most but still
maintains the enthusiastic
support of t~e Orlando community.
Why?
Because jeering the Magic
doesn't pay. They're our team
and whether they win or lose
they're still our team.
The choice is yours of
whether to give or take. I'll see
you at the game tonight.

(

Savannah State and UCF football players grope for oAe of Saturday night's many
fumbles_on the way to UCF's 33-31 homecoming loss. (Charles K. Morrow1FuruRE)

LIBERTY
FROM PAGE 16
it isn't funny," McDowell said.
''This is one of the most talented teams we've ever had
here; the only thing is, they're
so young they don't know
enough yet to do some of the
things they're supposed to do."
UC F's inexperienced defensive secondary must face yet
another one_of the nation's top
passers in Flames' quarterback Robbie Justino. The junior from Cove Springs, Florida,
has connected on 190-of-305

attempts this season for 2,389
yards, 13 touchdowns and 13
interceptions.
"Robbie was pressed into action as a redshirt freshman,"
Rutigliano said, "and he's been the
starter for us ever since.
"He's falls into the same category as Bob Griese, Brian Sipe
and Len Dawson in that he does a
lot ofthings with his head. He's not
a big play maker like John Elway
or Dan Marino; he works within
our offense and doesn't make mistakes."
Justino's favorite target is fellow Floridian Pat Nelson; the se-

nior wide receiver from Coleman
has hauled in 63 receptions for
835 yards and a touchdown.
"Pat has been a four-year
starter for us," Rutigliano said.
"He has good hands, he can make
thebigcatch,andhemakesthingshappen runningwith the football
after he makes the catch."
· The Knights won last year's
engagement with Liberty at the
Florida Citrus Bowl, 28-6, and
l~ad their series 3-1; Rutigliano is
0-2 against UCF. The Knights
must win their two remaining
contests to ensure their sixth
consecutive winning season.
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- Bands 6 Bartenders MY.n hav~ own Oientele
University at Alafaya next to UC6 Cinema

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
Linebacker Rick Hamilton, who leads the Knights in tackles
pursues a Savannah State player. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
. "THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold a

.f'STUDEN".f' '4110VE IN SPECIAL"

bachelor's degree "(or will receive one by August,

1 MONTH FREE

1992), and are a U.S. citizen, the J.E.T. Program

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(:\EXT TO PIZZA IIUf ON ALAFA YA)

273-4097

needs you! Opportunities ar~ available
in Japanese schools and · government offices.
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UCF baskethaD returns with exhibition game in Arena
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

As the Orlando Magic
trample down their competition in the NBA, the UCFmen's
basketball team prepares to
begin its season with an international challenge.
The Knights will bounce
back into action this evening
at 7:30p.m. in the UCF Arena
against a select team from
Czechoslovakia.
The game kicks off a two
game exhibition season that
will further prepare the Running Knights for their season
opener against Campbell in the
UCF Classic on Nov. 29.
Facing a foreign team poses
an interesting challenge to
UCF coach -Joe Dean. The
Czechoslov~kian team is on a
12 game, 15 day tour of the
Southeastern United States.
"They played a game (Monday) night against Miami and
we're gonna watch them play
Florida Southern tonight,"
Dean said. " Most European
teams play zone defense so we
pretty much know what to ex~
pect."
For Dean, the focus remains
on improving his team and the
1991-92 season ratherthen the
intrigue of the foreign team
the Knights will face.
"The main thing we will be
working on is defense and ball
handling," Dean said. "We are
really getting excited. We got
the brand new arena and we're
set to play our first season in
the Sun Belt conference."
The off-season merger ofthe
Sun Belt and American South

conferences has added to the
team's excitement as it strives
to establish a first-rate Division I basketball program at
UCF.
"Currently, eight Sun Belt
players are in the NBA,"Dean
said. ''The new conference will
motivate our players and excite our fans. Our team goal
is to have a winning season.
That's an accomplish that's
never been done on the Division I level at UCF. Certainly
we'd like to be competitive on
the conference level."
The Knights will be led this
season by senior center Ken
Leeks, a Sporting News preseason All-Sun Belt selection
who averaged 17.4 points and
9.9 rebounds last season.
Though admittance for students is always free, students
will have-a reserved section ·
for home games in the arena
this season.
The ~CF basketball team will take the court tonight against a select team from CzechasloTickets to sit in the chair
vakia. The game begins at 7:30 p.m. and is free for students. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTUREl
back lower level of the arena
_can be picked up at anytime
during the week at the ticket
·office of the UCF arena which
is open frm 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Students have to present a
student ID to buy a ticket
which will give them a seat in
the chairback section.
The student must then
present the ticket and his or
her student ID to get into the
game.
Students who just show up
to the game and show their ID
to get in will sit in the upper
levels.
The policy begins with
tonight's game and will extend
through out the season.

,•

if you have experienced downtime ...

.

•

now experience

THROW YOURSELF A PARTY.
ORDER IN,

uptime

FATHER NATURE'S
BEERMAKING KIT

Rape
101.

You Can Make It Anywhere.
Yes, Anywhere and Everywhere.
And Carry It Anywhere
Brew your own naturally Good Beer.
It's as easy as ...

1 . Just add water, into the Special Carry Anywhere Pouch Brewer,
(with built - in pouring spout & built - in handle) containing the finest
quality, authentic, Natural Beer ingredients, engendered from MOTHER
NATURE.

2 . Add yeast (supplied in kit) & more water.
3 . Let it Brew ___ Naturally. And think about how good its going to
taste. Sit back. Relax. When it's finished brewing pour yourself a Brew.
Discover the true fresh taste of delicious, quality premium Beer; made
Naturally from good stuff. You become the Brewmaster and can control
the character of taste and alcohol content, the instructions tell you how.
It's easy. Everything you need is in the convenient Beer Brewery
Pouch. Makes 40 servings. All you need is water and a thirst taste for
naturally good beer, Ahhhh ... Flavor improves with age. Order two or
more, to make sure, some is still around to age. Buy it for yourself. Buy
a Gift for a friend or someone you want to make a fnend.
Yes, FATHER NATURE send me:

Quantity

I
------- I
I
Delivered free of charge to you. Pay by check or money
order. Make payable to FATHER NATURE, Daughter & Son I
Brewery.
I
Mail to: FATHER NATURE
I
147-18 38 Ave.
I
Flushing, NY 11354
I
Name:.~----------------------------.;__----~ I
Address: ___________________________________
I
I
BEER BREWERY CARRY ANYWHERE POUCH KIT(s).

$39.00 each

Total Enclosed

~

L-------------------~

•Parties
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by.Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

The only player worse off than top-pick Brian Wdliams is Sam
Vincent, who has yet to play this_season: (Char1es ~Morrow/FUTURE)·

The Orlando Magic made a
grand entry into the National
Basketball Association's Atlantic Division with two big upset
victories -over division powers
New York and Philadelphia in
the first weekend of regular
season action.
The Magic's first game of
their third year in the NBA
turned out to be one of the most
ballyhooed games of the NBA
season because it marked the
emergence of Pat Riley as the
Knick's new head coach.
The New York media arrived
· : in full force only to see the New
York Knicks show up looking.
like Orlando of old and the
Magic looking like a playoff
contender.
Following the Magic's 10696 victory over the Knicks,
Orlando head coach Matt
Guokas was all smiles in a post
game pr~ss conference.
"ForJ.lleJast four weeks, we
were all curious as to how we
would come out of the blocks,"
Guokas said. "It was like a
street fight out there. I was

really glad to see Nick Anderson go out there and really have
a nice game.'
Anderson shot 10-of-15 for
22 points and pulled down nine
rebounds.
The Magic rotated journeyman centers Greg Kite and
Mark Acres against All-Star
Patrick Ewing, who scored 30
points but was limited to six
·- rebounds and l_i~ited Iplay in
the first half.
"Our guys really had their
hands full with Patrick Ewing,"
Riley said. ''We had everybody
going for the rebounds and
that's what we need."
The Magic locker glowed even
brighter the Guokas following the
team's first opening game victory.
'Tve been a fan of Pat Riley for
along time," Scott Skiles said. ''I
read his book and all that."
The Knick's locker room was a
different story with some high
paid heads hanging low.

"I think we still have to stay
positive, " newly acquired
Xavier McDaniel said. ''We just
didn't set up our offense tonight. We have to play better
defense. _What happened tonight shouldn't happen with
thefrontlinewehave. We stunk
up the place."
McDaniels's coach maintained the positive persona that
made him a hit as an NBC
basketball announcer prior to
taking the job as the Knick's
coach.
''We just have to step up,"
This was their home opener
and they executed very well,"
Riley ~,aid. "It's gonna take some
time for our team to get it together but we're not going to
use that as an excuse."
Riley's team lost the following
night against Miami before posting their first win of the season
Tuesday night over the Milwaukee Bucks 113-85 in New York.
The Magic continue to
struggle in signingtheir top draft
pick Brian Williams but the pressure has shifted back on Williams and his agentas the Magic
have showed they don't need
him to win.

l:

•
COMING

FRIDAY

NOVEMBER

8th, 1991 ·.

GRADUATE/LAW AND
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
RECRUITMENT DAY
SPONS.ORED. BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
PARTIAL LIST OF GRADUATE/LAW SCHOOLS ATTENDING
American Graduate School of International Management
BARBRI Professional Testing
Barry University School of Pediatric Medicine
Cox Scnool of Business at Southern Methodist University
Crummer Graduate School of Business at Rollins College
Cumberland School of Law at Samford _University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
~ercer University School of Law
Nova Graduate School of Business
Nova University Shepard Broad Law Center
New York College of Pediatric Medicine
Saint Thomas University
Saint Thomas University School of Law
South Texas College of Law
Stetson University College of Law
University of Dayton School of Law
University of Florida College of Law
University of Miami School . of Law
University of Miami School of Medicine
Widener University School of Law

LOCATION: STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
-TIME: 1O:.AM· TO 12:NQ·.QN ·' =-·. AN. D · , .~ ~ -~· - l :~ ,pM ·TC) 3:PM.
~

F<~R FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT .JIM GRACEY IN TH~ CAREER RESOURCE CENTER· ADMIN.124 · 823-2361
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The end ofthe volleyball season is almost over. But
• the last four games proved to the Lady Knights that
the hard work is not. ·
· .
UCF traveled to Tampa last Tuesday to play the
;. UniversityofTampa. The match wentbackandforth
and Tampa took UCF to ·five games.
UCF lost the first game.by a score of15-9. The Lady
Knights came back in the second game to win by four
• points, 15-11. Tampa counter at~cked and beat.UCF
15-7 and then UCF retaliated ·and won, 15-9. UCF
lost the final game and the match, 7-15. Head coach
• Laura Smith was unhappy with the loss.
"I'm disappointed we'lost," Smith said. "We didn't
play our best. n
The Lady Knights regrouped from the loss and
• turned the attention to Lakefront Arena in New
Orleans, Louisiana and the ASICS Cresent City
Invitational Volleyball Tournament.
•
The first match for UCF was a Friday afternoon
confrontation with Louisiana Tech. The last meeting
between these two teams resulted in a three game
victory for the L~dy Knights.
•
UCF started offon the winning side again, stealing
the first game, 15-2. UCFhad 61 kills in the game but
couldn't hold on to the Winning spirit-and lost the next
.. three games, 15-12, 15-13and15-7.
The next match pitted UCF against the leader of
the Sun Belt Conference Western Division leaders,
Arkansas State. The result of the last meeting be-

tween the two teams was a victory for Arkansas
State in four games. This Satu.r day UCF lost in
three.
Lisa Peterson lead-the team :with 16 of the the 52
killi;, but it wasn't enough to keep Arkansas State
from winning, 15-10, 15-8and15-10..
·
Shannon Pack and Linda Santiago made 14 kills
a piece and Santiago also made three serve aces.
UCF then met with the University of Southwestern Louisiana for the first time. UCF again lost in
three games, 15-13, 15-5 and 15-13.
The Lady Knight's final ·qiatch of the weekend
was played against the University of New Orleans.
Tliis was the second meeting between the two teams
and UCF w~s able to re-enact the last meeting. UCFlost the first game 8-15. But the team was again able
to rally and take the next three games, 15-10, 15-8
and 15-6.
·
Linda Santiago registered 22 kills for the team
and Kathy Fill added -5 more serve aces to her record
that places her second in the conference (or .serve
aces. Smith was again · unhappy with the team's
performance.
.·
"We needed to come home 3-l, not 1-3," Smith
said. "The only team that had the ability to beat us
was Arkansas State. We made a lot of mental out-ofposition mistakes."
With one more game left in the season, the Lady
Knights have an overall record of 23-11 and are third
in the Sun Belt Conference Volleyball StandingsEast Division which qualifies them for post-season
play.

Linda Sa.ntiago attempts to block a spike
during practice .~ cJames Ferguson/FUTURE)
..-----------------.--.~
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NCAA tournament
bid, faceN.C. State
t.

by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

Early Monday morning,
UCF women's soccer coach Bill
Barker received a phone call
he had been hoping to receive
for nearly three years.
Barker was informed by
NCAA officials that the UCF
women's soccer team was
awarded one of only 12 bids to
the 1991 NCAA Tournament.
"They called Monday,"
Barker said. "Sometime early
in the morning. I was asleep. I
was confident we'd get picked
but because of what's happened the last two years, I

wasn't certain.
"Strange things happen on
those phone calls. With the
selection committee, things can
really be strange."
The Lady Knight's media
guide begins its "1991 Women's
Outlook" with a remembrance
ofhow strange the NCAA Tournament process has shown itself to UCF:
"The 1991 season finds Bill
Barker and his squad determined more than ever to return to the NCAA tournament,
a privilege that has eluded
them for two consecutive years,
despite having two of the best

(

(

Transfer Tiffany Schreiner's strong play early in the season played a big part in the
SOCCER continued page 12 women's soccer team posting a 10-4-1 record. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTUREl

Negativity in Knight ZA>ne an mmeccesary nuisance
Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS

T

he University of Central Florida
will be thrust into the melting of
the Iron Curtain in Eastern Europe when a select basketball team
from Czechoslavakia takes the court
at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the UCF Arena
to face the Running Knights.
No reason for alarm though, the
Czechs have promised to leave their
tanks and automatic weapons at the
door tonight and at no time Will they
throw sickles at our cheerleaders.
There remains, however, an even
greater threat this week to not only the
UCF basketball program but to the
future of UCF on every level. That's
right, buddy. You and I got trouble and
it starts with "i" and it ends with "y"
and that spells trouble.
Listen for a minute. That's right,
humor me and listen to the things
people are saying around you right
now. There's a rising stream of nega-

tiVism crashing across our campus these
days that's not only detrimental to the
future of our school but sickening to the
stomach.
Listen, I know you've heard some of
these remarks in the past week.
"What .k ind of loser football team
drops it's Homecoming game to a division II team?"
"Why do we pay an athletic fee, activity fee and every other fee imaginable to watch our teams continually
lose?"
"Seven dollars for Jay Leno? What's
wrong with our Campus Activities
Board, Student Government and Administration?"
I have heard your cry and I am preparep to answer your schniveling little
whimpers. (Did anyone ever tell you
thatyoubeararemarkableresemblance
to a mix between a weasel and a small
pig when you whine like that?)
Let's get at the real issue here. The
issue is not that the student organizations on this campus, administration
and coaching staffs are perfect. They
are not.

You knew what you were getting
when you signed up for tl)is school.
UCF is a young school and periodically
stumbles as it crawls and gropes
through the early stages of building a
fine university.
Without making mistakes, it is impossible to learn to do things right. So
let the students and critics who have
made no mistakes throw the first stone.
That's right. You there, Mr. Polo
shirt. Stand and compare the perfection of your life with the chaos you
complain about on this campus.
Hey, where'd that guy go anyway?
No, the problem is not with the
school. This school is young but growing. The football team is in a rebuilding
year and will rebound.
The problem is with you, Mr. and
Mrs. Greek. And you, Mr. and Mrs.
Student Government officials. You too,
Mr. and Mrs. Cheerleader. But most of
all the problem is with you, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe and Josephina student.
The problem here, sports fans, is
insecurity.
That's right. UCF is a young school

that needs students to invest themselves in it in order to grow into a
thriving institution of higher learning,
but instead we too often get insecure {
students who are emotionally dependent on UCF sports teams and the like
to coax their self worth.
Here's the example.
Student #1 comes from a wealthy
family that watches as his older brother
and sister go off to elite schools on '
scholarships. When Stud #l's high
school graduation rolls around, his accomplishments don't exactly bring Ivy
~
League institutions running and his
parents try to make the best of the
situation by paying his way through
UCF.
Now Stud #1 arrives on campus with
something to prove. He already feels
like a failure and in order to make his
ego feel better, he goes after every member of the opposite sex he sees and joins
a fraternity in order to build an even
e.
bigger emotional support group.
Stud #1 is like a vacuum that comes
FREE THROWS continued page 12
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Football team takes the road to face_Liberty
hoping to break three-game losing streak
(

by Dave Meadows

· Madison last Saturday.
"We played some pretty tough teams at the beginning of the season - Boise State, Furman and
·Just nine days from hence and the curtain of Youngstown State," Rutigliano said from his office
charity will draw to a merciful close on a disappoint- Tuesday afternoon. "Then we kind of leveled off a
ing season for the UCF Fighting Knights.
little bit and started heading in the right direction;
Field General Gene McDowell must lead his troops but, obviously, I'd rather be 6-2 than 4-4."
into conflict just twice more before the 1991 camThe Knights, on the other hand, fell only to James
paign reaches an official cease fire.
Madison and Division I powerhouse East Carolina in
The site of the next battle will be Liberty Univer- their first six contests but have since dropped three
sity Stadium in Lynchburg, Virginia, home of the straight including last weekend's 33-31 HomecomRev. Jerry Falwell, former Cleveland Browns head ing loss to Savannah State.
coach Sam Rutigliano and the Liberty Flames.
"I'm surprised that Central Florida is having the
With a record of 4-5, McDowell and company are kind of year that they're having," Rutigliano said.
just one loss away from their first losing cause since "After going 8-3 last year and knocking off Youngs1985.
town State and William & Mary in the playoffs, I
"We haven't had a losing season here since my first thought they'd be real gangbusters this year. But
year as head coach here," McDowell said in practice from what I understand, they've been hit with a lot of
earlier this week. "I think a losing seasori hurts the injuries this season."
image of your team and can affect recruiting.
McDowell entered the season with a wealth of
"But as long as you have a winning season, I don't talent and aspirations of reaching the I-AA playoffs
for a second straight year; but injuries and inexperithink it really matters whether you're 7-4 or 6-5."
The 1991 NCAA football season has been a roller- e.nce have been the key factors in the Knights' downcoaster ride for both schools.
ward spiral.
"This team is so 'damn close to being 8-1 right now
After dropping three of their first four starts, the
Flames rolled off three straight victories before dropLIBERTY continued page 12
ping a 35-34 thriller to Division I-AA power James
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Defensive linemen Willie Britton (77) and Cliff Cole
(90) dose in On the baJI carrier. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
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Denver helps grant wishes of dying kids
by Jason Maddox

..

. . . . . . ohn Denver performed a benefit
concert Saturday night at the

~~

~~:~~~:~o~~~t~~~:~~

and Total Audio Visual Services made it
possible for all of the proceeds to support
Give Kids The World.
Give Kids The World, fol.inded by Henri
Landwirthin 1986, is anon-profit foundation
that gives thousands of tenninally ill children
and their families a memorable six-day, cost
free visit to Central Florida and its many
famous attractions.
Over 200 hospitals and wish grantingorganizations around the world refer children
and their families to spend time at the HoIiday
Inn Kids Village. The Village is the
foundation's unique retreat located in
Kissimmee on an 11 acre site. It has a
swimming pool, Gingerbre ad Hou se
Restaurant and a playground. The Village
hosted over 2,500 families from the United
States, Canada, France, Hong Kong, India,
Israel and the Soviet Union.
The wish of about 70 percent of children
with life-threatening illnesses is to meet
Mickey Mouse. As a result, Give Kids The
World makes their wishes come true. Visits
ar~ paid to see Mickey Mouse and the Magic
Kingdom. Complimentary tickets are also
provided to Sea World, EPCOT and Disney
MGM Studios. The children may also choose
to visit other attractions in Central Florida,
such as Cypress Gardens, Wet 'n Wild or
Universal Studios Florida. Local

Denver's universal language brightens the lives of many.(Photo by Nicolas Kinnan)
transportation, meals and complimentary 14 gold records and eight platinum records in
admission to area attractions are provided by ·-tlie United States alone. In 1981, he received
more than 65 active sponsors.
.
a special RCA award for his album John
John Denver, the featured entertainer, Denver's Greatest Hits. It sold in exce'ss of
peg an his career in the 1960s. He was a young, 10 million copies in the United States, making
aspiring folk musician in the clubs of Los it the biggest seller in RCA history.
Angeles. His major break came when he was
John Denver has performed for millions
chosen to be the lead singerof the well-known of people across the globe. "My music and all
Chad Mitchell Trio .. "Leaving On A Jet myworkstemfromtheconvictionthatpeople
Plane," Peter, Paul and Mary's first number everywhere are intrinsically the same. When
one hit, was written by Denver. In the early I write a song, I want to take the personal
1960s, he was zooming up the charts with experienceorobservationthatinspireditand
"Take Me Home, Country Roads," "Rocky express it in as universal a way as possible.
Mountain High," "Calypso" and others.
I'm a global citizen. I've created that for
He is one of the top five recording artists myself and I don't want to step away from it.
in the sales history of the music industry. In I want to work in whatever I do-my musit,
his two-decade career, he has earned my writing, my performing, my
international acclaim as a songwriter, commitments, my home and personal life-in
performer,actorandactivist.Hehasreceived a way that is directed toward a world in

balance, a word that creates a better quality of
life for all people," Denver said.
Working for the improvement of the quality
of life for all people-environmentally, socially
. and politically, Denver's music clearly reflects
the conscience of a concerned citiren
He has won several awards in the music
industry, including number one recording
artist in the United States, People's Choice
Awards, Favorite Music Performer as well as
recognition from many governments for his
concern about worldhungerproblerns. In fact,
he was awarded the Presidential "World
Without Hunger" Award. He is a supporter
of the National Wildlife Federation, Save the
Children, the Cousteau Society, Friends of
the Earth, the Human/Dolphin Foundation
and many others.
NASA has awarded him its public service
medal for helping "increase awareness of
space exploration by the people of the world."
John Denver is "one of the world's bestknown and best-loved performer, he is a
master communicator who can reach
audiences despite problems of geography,
economics, politics and language." He is the
true international figure dedicated to world
peace and the solution of hunger. Denver
knows that he does indeed have a gift.
''.Music does bring people together; it
allows us to experience the same emotions,"
he said. People everywhere are the same in
the heart and spirit. No matter whatlanguage .
we speak, what color we are, the form of our
politics or the expression of our love and our
faith, music proves: We are the same."
The concert Saturday night was held in
the Convention Center. There were about
2,500 seats filled by 8:30 p.m. The group in
attendance ranged from young people to old
people. They dressed in business-type suits
to cowboy hats and boots.
At about 8:45 p.m., Denver opened the
show with "Boy From The Country." He had
an extremely strong voice that grabbed
everyone's attention. "Tonight is for children
and about children," he said.
Abouthalfwaythroughtheshow,Denversaid
that he was not a funny man, and he told of
how Tom Paxton wrote a funny tune for him.
The song, "The Politics Game," was about
Gary Hart People were telling him"lookie, you
can get a lot of nookie if you get into the politics
game." The song ended, "Gary must be gettin'
homey 'causehe'srunnin' again." Everyone in
the auditorium got a kick out of it.

DifferenJDirectionsisJohnDenver's30th
album. "Potters Wheer' is the "first single
I've heard on the radio in years." The new
song was very interesting, it concentrated on
tlie world as a whole. "Take a little clay/ put
it on the wheeV give it a little tum/ listen to it
spin/ make it into the shape you want it in."
Denver spoke about preventative measures
in relation to the environment. He recited a
poem and added they "are more critically
important than ever before."
He ended the set with "Calypso," a hit
from 1975. After the song John Denver and
his five-man band left the stage while
everyone rose from their seats and applauded.
Then suddenly he reappeared and said, "We
haven't done any rock and roll." The band
was energetic as ever when Denver started
strumming his guitar. They proceeded to play
"Johnny B. Goode."It was extremely exciting
as the entire audience joined in and sang along.
The two-hour show was over at about
10:45 p.m. "He didn't even stop for a sip of
water!" a content concert-goer exclaimed.
Another said, ·"I'm in Seventh-Heaven."
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Pixies existentialize UFO's and 'Trompe 'previous releases
by AnthonyTorres
I really didn't like their
olderstuff, butl'veheard
stuff from the new tape
and
I
really
like it."
'
'
--Carlos Torres, my older brother,
mind you.
Who was my blood relative
talking about? None other than that
band that can transcend states and
radio airplay to coolness: Pixies.
This band fonned in Boston,
Massachusets, in 1986. Back then,
I listened to Z-100 radio morning
shows and they never played the
Pixies. One hot, boring Virginia
night, by stroke of good luck and a
lotofBEER, Ilostitin the back seat
ofher dad's Camaro.Thenextnight
a"progressive"radiostationplayed
"Where Is My Mind?" from Pixies 's
godly Surfer Rosa record. Oooh,
talk about good feelings.
The next summer Doolittle was
released. Monumental! It's a
wonder of technology that the tape.
still plays after being listened to for
threemonthsstraight Toquotelead
·vocalist Black Francis, "I'm
amazed." Over the course of that
year I got a job and bought Surfer
Rosa. This tape was thereason they
were voted best new band by Spin
magazine. Produced by Steve
Albini of big b1ack fame, ·surfer
Rosa had songs meaning not much
about anything. The energy was
high, and the guitars were hard-core
with a melody. One high note was
Kim Deal's "Gigantic." The straight
ahead bass line flows into "River
Euphrates," a song that has a
humorous harmony.
It's great that a band so great as

the Pixies has so much product.
Their first release, Come on Pilgrim,
has not a stinker on it! Surfer Rosa
hard-edge rages. Doolittle is
perhaps a little more musically
slower, but equal in vocal intensity.
For a week, "Post-Modern MTV"
had the band on as hosts. The bunch
stood, their heads only visible,
telepathically expressing their
inaudible thoughts. It was
interesting.
Come a summer later. in 1990,
Bossanova came out Perhaps too
big a change too fast.Vocals,
drumming and bass lines were _
thrown in the back mix ,leaving the

front wide open for clean sounding
guitars. Odd. Odd. Odd. Most of
the songs were about aliens arid stuff
like that Kim didn't sing and Black
screamed on oQly one track: "Rock
Music~"

Now this leads up to this part of
the article. Existentialism. You
know, that goofy stuff by French
writers tha\ gets you all depressed
because life really doesn't matter.
And then The Cure does a song
about it, and you know the song but
not the book. And then you read the
book and think, damn, it doesn't
matter what came first: the song or
the book, because "The Stranger"

was too numb for his own good.
Nothing better than a gloom band
to get you even more depressed.
Trompe Le Monde has a French
title and intergalactic lyrics.
Everything deals with outer space,
even more so than on Bossanova.
The sound, oh, the sound. Raw,
unrefined and a progression to their
Surfer RosalDoolittle days. The first
single is "Planet of Sound," which
is cool, but isn't quite the coolest.
Very much rare these days,
Tromp Le Moruie is' good all the
way through out. It is much more
adept musically than Bossanova,
without sacrificing their energy.

Jesus & Mary Chain substance
abusers will dig the cover of "Head
On." The Choice of the Lost
Generations ' song is more powerful
with Black Francis' energetic voice.
There'smoretothisarticle,solcan't
really go into specifics on each song.
Buy the tape and enjoy the rest of
this article. Now I'm going to
transition into the interview bit.
I was able to talk to Mr. David
Lovering over the phone.
Pathetically, there was no damn way
to tape the conversation. So what
you get now is some overview of
what he said. Not as much fun as
talking to the guy, or reading what
weexactlytalkedabout, buthey.do
your own damn interview if you
don't like it. Or better yet, suggest
ameans of taping phone interviews.
It would be much appreciated.
David Lovering is the drummer
for the Pixies. For all potential dropouts, let Lovering be your role
model. He graduated from U-Mass
with a degree relating to electronics
while playing with the Pixies his
junior and senior years. When asked
if it helped him out, he said "Yeah.
At our shows if a guitar had a bad
pick-up I could fix it Now we have
the roadies do it."
"Idon'tthinkthere'sastory"-was
his reply to whether there was some
plot to the album (conceptual).
"Lyrics are absurd ... UFO-ish."
If you think there is no meaning
to this article, you're dumber than
the folkS who took my Halloween
article seriously. Pixies are touring
America, a country I was told to go
back to. They've toured America

PIXIES continued page C4
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, Dinosaur Jr. Continues edge of freshriess in compilation
ClintBlack dismisses negative country stereotypingwith power of talent;
Various musicians celebrate the 1OOth anniversary of Cole Porter's birth

•whatever' s Cool With Me
Artist: Dinosaur Jr.
Producer: J. Mascis
Label: Sire

What do Jesus&Mary, Anthrax
and Dinosaur Jr. have in common?
They've all released respective
"B-side" compilation cassettes.
Before you groan, think of these.
potentially throw-away tapes as a
mockery of the deplorable
"greatesthits"lp scam. Remember
the word "potentially." With
Dinosaur Jr. 's Whatever' s Cool
WithM e, throw-away is not a bin
to toss this cassette.
Dinosaur Jr. is still one man, J.

Mascis,and as on this year's Green
Thumb, Murph plays drums on
occasional tracks. Minimalism
isn't a part of this. one-man band.
The tracks are thick with fiizz and
Mascis 's distinctvoice. The 1yrics
stress the toils of independent
living and confusion but are
decidedly non-sappy. Which is
one reason to say Dinosaur Jr. is
"great."
Ifyou have reservations toward
this tape, cancel them. Think of
this as Green Thumb ll. The song
named after the record title (or is
that the other way around?) has
the same strain cultured in that
album. "Sideways" is a slow
acoustic nwnber. Things pick up
dramatically with "Not you
again." The originality is up there
withPixies's"BeenTired." -'The
Little Baby" goes fartheroverthe
·Pixies edge, landing solidly in
Husker Du land: that bass, then
alternating low tone... SCREAM!
vocals, cymbal shower, discordant
drumining. This cassette is worth
its weight in Mould. Bob, that is.
Though this is a continuation
of Green Mind, Whatever' s Cool
With Me is just as sweet, and two

songs are shorter. The mat~rial is
still fresh and catchy to the ear.
Take itlike a~assengil: inlengthy
spurts.
-Anthony Torres

llPut Yourself In My Shoes
Artist: aint Black
Producer: James Stroud
Label: RCA Records

When most people think of
country music, Yee-Haw, HeeHaw or Willie Nelson come to
mind.
They also associate boots,
cowboy hats, poorly written and
sung tunes. Although Texan Q_int

Black wears ablackhatand boots,
those stereotypical factors do not_
se(!m to interfere with his talents
as a singer/songwriter. Well
written lyrics are conveyed
through his strong, crisp voice.
ClintBlack totally redefines the
meaning of country music. He is
among many artists categorized
as"newcountry"perfonners. His
first album,Killin' Time, broke out
of the gate strong and developed
five singles in the top-10 country
chart. These-singles include, "A
Better Man" and "Nothings
News." Clint's latest release, Put
Yourself In My Shoes, is an
extension of his "new country"
talent.
In the title track a new idea, the .
use
of harmonica,
is
added.However, this interesting
new idea seems only to fill gaps.
"One More Payment" and
. "This' Nightlife" are cleverly
written, up-beattracks. "One More
Payment" is about the obstacles
that run-of-the-mill people
struggle with. An acceptable mix
of steel guitar and fill in ''This
Nightlife," combine to make a
catchy two-steppin' tune.

. BuckleUp
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On the other hand, "Where A .e
You Now" and "Loving Blmd"
show a lonesome, solitary side of
the writers. "Loving Blind" i ') .J.
song about the typical score in the
game of love.
Oint Black and his guitarist,
Hayden Nicholas, wrote all of the
tracks on the disc: Tuey worked
closely together to form ye t
another solid albwn. After fi ve
singles, Put YourselfInMy Shoes,
still has enough gist to remain in
thetopofthecharts Watchoutfor
the release ofhis third albwn early
to mid-1992.
- Jason Maddox

• red, hot + blue
Artists: various
Producer: Leigh Blake, John
Catlin
Label: Chrysalis
-There is somethip.g strange
happening here.
Red, hot + blue is a recording
from a mixed bag of recording
artists released by Chrysalis with
the intention of raising money for
AIDS research The majority of
artists here are readily recognized
names on the contempoary music
scene.
Rap, soul , rock and other
musical formats are represented.
Although, in this day and age of
Farm-Aid shows and "We Are the
World" recordings, this kind of
mix is not unusual in and ofitself.
What is ·odd -on this particular
albwn, though, is the material that
shouldseemoutofplace to modem
audiences.
The work opens with Neneh
Cherry. She starts with a rap _
monologue about a story " ...that
must be told/ about a group of
people left in the cold/ caught by
a plague/ an immune deficiency,
you see•.called AIDS."
_
But, at the end of this intro, all
of a sudden it sounds like she's
beltingoutafunkyversionof"I've
Got You Under My Skin," and
that's exactly what it is.
Yes, it's Coie Porter - as
depicted by 20 contemporary
musical acts. And Cole Porter has,
in many cases, never sounded
better.
AllofPorter'sclassicnwnbers .
are here, from "In the Still of the
Night" as depicted by the Neville
Brothers to the Fine Young
Cannibals' renditionof''LoveFor
Sale." And there are few musical
fonnats missing, including a
David Bryne C & W-tinged
"Don't Fence Me In" or, get this
one, Iggy Pop and Deborah. Harry
teaming up on the nightclub
obs~rvations in "Well, Did You
Ev ah?"
And "I Love Paris" has some
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Pop-DanceDivaPaulaAbdul
has canceled her Orlando concert
date for a second time. Originally
slated for an Oct. 28 perfonnance~
Abdul's "Under My Spell Tour"
show was postponed one week to
Nov. 4 for technical reasons. Now
the show that was slated for the
Nov. 4 has been canceled with no
replacement date being named.
The reason for cancelation?
Problems loading 12 trucks with
all the equipment in time to make
the show, which has also led to
othercancelations.Ticketsalesfor
almost all of Abdul's first solo
concert tour have been

slow ... Spike Lee's father,
musician Bill Lee, was arrested
for heroin possession. Lee has
scored many of his son's films,
including "Do The Right
Thing" ... Ever wonder how
reggae band UB40 gottheirname?
UB40isthenumberonthe United
Kingdom's unemployments
benefit fonn ... This week from
Billboard'stop200album'schart,
Garth Brooks holds steady at#l
- Prince gains one to #3 MotleyCrue,PublicEnemyand
Michael Bolton all loose ground
- Guns 'n Roses I Use Your
Illusion 1 & 2 are still holding

threeorfourtimesbefore. Last year
they toured for two weeks ·at all the
major Americanmarkets.Lovering
loves to tour. Never have they
toured.in F1oridi Nov. 11, they

- COMPILED BY
DAVID J. SHOULBERG
MUSIC DffiECTOR
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strong at #5 and #2
respectively ... Rapper Hammer
will be a busy man promoting the
release of his latest album, Too
Legit to Quit. Alreadyplannedhis Saturday morning cartoon
Hammerman: a set of Hammer
dolls, hosting Saturday Night
Live next month, a new Pepsi
commercial and a film tie-in with
the hotly anticipated Addams
Family feature film. Michael
Jackson look out!!!

will tourthrougp USF. Wednesday
they will be at Beacham Theatre.
The set will draw 50/50from the
new album and older material.
David's favorite song to play is
"Tame" off of Doolittle. Crazy. He
did admit that they had enough

'

material to play a different set each
night. Realistically, they will
probably get their set list down, and
play it from there.
Put your money where my N on-artists collaborate with sculptor
mouth is, and go to the concert. It
Marc Maro.schak is placing self-portrait plaster masks on
should be tt mess-load of fun.

campus for students to paint.

(Photo by Ricardo Aquilar)
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real humor infused into it by Les
Negresses Vertes.
There are some incredible
surprises here as well. Listen to
Sinead O'Connor's sultry, big ·
band version of "You Do
Something," Jody Whatley's
steamy nightclub sound in" After
You, Who?" or K. D. Lang's
smooth and bluesy "So In Love"
that invokes its own images of
Paris in the '20s.
U2 kicks in a neat version of
"Night and Day," and the Edge's
guitar work blends right in to the
ethereal atmosphere of it.
Another contribution from
Ireland comes from Kirsty
MacColl and The Pogues, who
give a medley consisting of
"Miss Otis regrets" and "Just
One of Those Things."
In case Thompson Twins fans
might have wondered what they
have been up to, check out the
group'sfranticpaced"Who Wants
to be a Millionaire?"
The only musician not present .
here who seems to be a
conspicuously missingpartyi~Joe
Jackson, aman who has done more
to promote and spotlight Porter's
contributionstomodempopmusic than anyone else up to this point.
There is really only one weak
spot on the-entire work and that,
regrettably, comes from one of
my favorite petfolillers, and the
guy I assumed would fit right into ·
the program, Tom Waits.
Waits' version of"It' s All Right
Wi th Me" lacks his usual
spontaneity and sounds almost tired.
That flaw aside, however, red,
hut + blue is sheer joy from start
tc J.nish with sources from every
cc. 11erof contemporary music that
h .;e combined talents to prove,
o :;e and for all, that the most
( ) ninant force of American pop
1.. usic was; is, and always will be
1 one other than the late Cole
'1 rter.
And, since Oct. 19 marked the
-0th birthday of Porter, now is
1e perfecttimeforred,hot+blue.
· · · -Bill Cushing-.

onMAR LIE. BERT~~FM
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Nov 12 8 p.m.
luesdoyrt, Under the stars
Cance
· bl
Limited seating ava1\a e
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NATIONAL
TOURING COMPANY
Sunday, November 1O
Monday, November 11
7:20, 8;25, 9:40 & 11 :10 p.m.
at the
Comedy Warehouse
Come out and
experience the comedic
stylings from the people
who have made satire a
tradition.
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